Mark Kwan Memorial Prize

1. Description
   
a. The Mark Kwan Memorial Prize is awarded to a student with an outstanding performance in a culture or language unit in the Department of Japanese at the University of Sydney.

2. Eligibility Criteria
   
a. To be eligible for this Prize, students must have completed at least one of the below units at the University of Sydney in the academic year for which the prize is offered:

   I. JPNS1611 Japanese 1,
   II. JPNS1612 Japanese 2,
   III. JPNS2611 Japanese 3,
   IV. JPNS2612 Japanese 4,
   V. JPNS2621 Japanese 5,
   VI. JPNS2622 Japanese 6,
   VII. JPNS2670 Love and Death in Japanese Literature,
   VIII. JPNS3002 Historical Texts and Cultures of Japan,
   IX. JPNS3621 Japanese 7,
   X. JPNS3622 Japanese 8,
   XI. JPNS3631 Japanese 9,
   XII. JPNS3632 Japanese 10,
   XIII. JPNS3650 Japanese Language and Identity, or
   XIV. JPNS3673 Japanese Society

3. Selection Criteria
   
a. This prize will be awarded to a high achieving student in any of the units in 2.a, chosen at the discretion of the department.

b. The prizes will be awarded annually by the Chair of the Department of Japanese Studies at the University of Sydney.

4. Value
   
a. The prize has a value of $250 and will be paid as a one off payment.

b. No other amount is payable.

c. The prize will be awarded subject to the availability of funds.

5. Ongoing eligibility
   
a. None apply.
6. Termination

a. The University reserves the right to withdraw the Prize, if the University determines that the student is guilty of serious misconduct, including, but not limited to, having provided false or misleading information that has a relationship to the awarding of this Prize.